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A new collection of birds from eastern Ecuador contains a

number of significant specimens. The Ecuadorian segment of

the upper Amazon basin has been generally neglected by orni-

thologists since Chapman's study of 1926, while the adjacent
areas of Colombia and Peru have been more recently investi-

gated. The latter studies have raised questions about the

continuity of populations along the eastern base of the Andes
and this new collection answers some of these questions by
documenting the presence of certain forms in eastern Ecuador.

In 1963 and 1964, during the months June-September, I made
collecting trips to eastern Ecuador, working at altitudes be-

tween 300 and 1,500 meters. In 1963, I spent a month and a

half at Limoncocha, and a month on Mount Sumaco. Accom-

panied by Richard D. Chandler in 1964, I returned to collect

on the slopes of Sumaco for two months. A collection of 1,900

specimens from these two expeditions is deposited in the Mu-
seum of Comparative Zoology. The present paper contains the

most noteworthy records from among the 145 forms of non-

passerines represented in this collection.

COLLECTINGLOCALITIES

CoTAPiNO (often labeled on maps as ''Concepcion") : 0°45'S,

77°25'W; alt. 700 m^ 25 June-12 July 1964; 250 specimens.
At the junction of Rio Pucuno and Rio Cotapino, this hacienda

serves as a departure point for Sumaco trips. Besides an airstrip

1 Altitudes are based on readings taken with a pocket altimeter at each locality.
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and some 60 acres of cultivated land, Cotapino offers shelter and
a small number of Quechuan Indian laborers. Most of the speci-

mens were collected here with mist nets. . .

CuYUJA: 0°25'S. 78°08'W; alt. 2,400 m; 19 June 1904; 9

specimens.
Chandler and I visited this town 10 km ea.st of Papallaeta,

hoping to find conditions comparable to those on the slopes of

Sumaco. Collecting here was incidental, but promising, because

the deforestation characterizing Papallaeta has not yet reached

Cuyuja.

EuGENio: 0°46'S, 77°24'AY; alt. 700 m; 16-22 July 1964; 111

specimens.
A day's foot travel northwest toward Sumaco from Cotapino,

the locality takes its name from the lone Quechuan inhabitant of

this last settlement on the way to Sumaco.

LiMONCOCHA: P°25'S, 7d°38'W
;

alt. 300 m
;

25 June-2 August
1963

;
300 sj^ecimens.

Limoncocha is the site of a large missionary base camp, in-

cluding an airstrip, housing for United States missionary fami-

lies, and a Quechuan village, all of which has been established

since 1955 on the shores of a lake in the midst of tropical forest.

The large lake whose lemonade-colored water inspired the name,

Limoncocha, lies two kilometers inland from the mouth of Rio

Jivino on the Rio Napo. There are few such lakes in eastern

Ecuador, and none as unspoiled as Limoncocha. Consequently,
the lake and its outlet have yielded some unique specimens, sev-

eral forms new to Ecuador, and at least one new race.

Lower Rio Pucuno: 0°46'S, 77°28'W; alt. 500 m; 19-31 Au-

gust 1963 ; 135 specimens.

Halfway between Cotapino and Eugenio, a traveller must ford

the Rio Pucuno afoot. In 1963, high water made the river im-

passable for a few days, during which delay 1 collected along
the banks above and below the ford.

MoNTALVO: 02°05'S, 76°57'W; alt. 250 m; 5 specimens.
I purchased several specimens of apparent interest from this

locality from R. Olalla, who worked here as an independent
collector in 1964.

Rio Negro: 01°25'S, 78°03'W; alt. 1,200 m; 12-14 September

1964; 35 specimens.

Along 'the road near this village, a few specimens were col-

lected for comparison with those from similar altitiules on

Sunii^po.
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Mount Sumaco : Mount Siimaco, an isolated massif rising to

about 4,000 ni, lies about 40 km southeast of Baeza, and about

100 km southeast of Quito. Pour collecting cami)s were estab-

lished on the southeast slojies. I have arbitrarily prefixed the

name Sumaeo to all localities above Eugenio, the highest point

settled by Quechuan Indians.

Sumaco, Guaticocha: 0°45'S, 77°24'W; alt. 750 m; 16-24

August 1964; 123 specimens.

Only a few hours due west of Eugenio lies this tiny, perfectly

round, and very deep lake, where Chandler and I established a

camp.

Sumaco, head of Kio Guataraco : 0°40'S, 77°35'W; alt.

1,350 m
;

24 July-5 August 1964
;

350 specimens.
The junction of several brooks in a series of waterfalls a few

hundred meters below this camp, marks the beginning of the

Rio Guataraco.

Sumaco, Palm Peak (translated from local Quechuan hunt-

ers' designation, Ramus-Urcu) -. 0°39'S, 77°36'W; alt. 1,500 m;
6-14 August 1964

;
209 specimens.

Palm Peak is the rim of the altiplano which slopes gradually

upward for two days' travel to the final steep slope of the moun-
tain peak. Most of the collecting was done on the altiplano.

Sumaco, Upper Rio Pucuno: 0°36'S, 77°35'W; alt. 1,200 m;
11-16 August 1963; 135 specimens.

The highest camp in 1963 was on the narrow ridge separating
the two principal rivers of this face of Sumaco, the Pucuno and
the Guataraco.

SYSTEMATIC NOTES
Nycticorax pileatus (Boddaert)

Limoncocha, 1 £ .

This wide-ranging form has not been recorded before from

Ecuador, where its occurrence was to be expected. This indi-

vidual was shot in the cow pasture at Limoncocha, a habitat

somewhat unusual in eastern Ecuador, as cattle in the country
are confined mostly to the highlands.

Ixobrychus exilis limoncochae subsp. nov.

Type: Adult male, No. 285,860, Museum of Comparative

Zoology, collected at Limoncocha, alt. 300 m, Rio Napo, eastern

Ecuador, by D. W. Norton, on 6 July 1963.
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Diagnosis: Similar to nominate exilis, but cheeks and auricu-

lars shading to chestnut, ventrum less streaked. Similar to

erythromelas in color of cheeks, but wing and bill somewhat

longer, ventrum less richly colored, throat less streaked
;

dorsum

of female grayish brown, not reddish brown as in erythromelas.

Distinguished from hogotensis by chestnut rather than ochra-

ceous cheeks, by lighter ventrum, with less streaking on throat,

and by a somewhat shorter bill. Generally smaller than pe-

ruvianus, with ventrum, head, and wing coverts tawny rather

than ochraceous.

Range: Known only from the type locality.
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the South American races have arisen at the southern limits of

the wintering populations, and may represent descendants of a

few birds which gave up the migratory habit to breed near the

equator. The South American forms must then be more recent

developments than the splitting of the migratory population
into eastern and western subspecies, because the four southern

forms are neatly divisible morphologically into eastern and west-

ern types. The easternmost form, erythromelas, seemingly shows

the extreme in characteristics of nominate exilis of eastern

United States, in its small size and generally reddish brown

coloring. The westernmost, peruvianus, is similarly related to

hesperis of the western United States, as it shows the extreme

of large size and grayish brown coloring. In between, limon-

cochac is a less extreme eastern type, and hogotensis a less

extreme western type.

Specimens examined: limoncochae : Ecuador, Limoncocha,
1 (? ,

1 9 ; erythromelas : Surinam, Paramaibo, Z $ ,
1 9 ; hogoten-

sis: Colombia, Savana de Bogota, 2$, 49 ; Antioquia, l9 ;

peruvianus: Peru, Dept. Lima, Vegueta, 1^,1 imm.
;

"Ecua-

dor", 1[5 ].

Aramides calopterus Sclater and Salvin

Sumaco, Guaticocha, 1 i ; Montalvo, 1 $ .

A specimen from Montalvo, collected by R. Olalla in April

1 964, is significantly lighter than any in a series from Rio Suno

and Sumaco. However, I believe Olalla dries skins in direct sun-

light, which Avould cause fading, and explain this disparity.

PoRPHYRULAMARTiNiCA (Liunaeus)

Limoncocha, 1 6 , 1 9 .

Although it is recorded from western Ecuador, I find no pre-

vious record of this wide-ranging species in eastern Ecuador,

where its occurrence was to be expected.

PoRPHYRULAFLAViROSTRis (Boddaert)

Limoncocha, 1 $ .

The species, new to Ecuador, is apparently uncommon in up-

per Amazonia, for de Schauensee (1949: 432) includes it in the

faunal list of Colombia, also on the basis of a single specimen

(Florencia). Individuals occur regularly at Limoncocha, but I

have not seen any elsewhere in eastern Ecuador.
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Jacana spinosa intermedia (Sclater)

Limoncocha, 2 5 .

Specimens from Limoncocha are clearly referable to inter-

media. This first record of the species from eastern Ecuador
extends the known range of intermedia south from eastern Co-

lombia to at least the Rio Napo in Ecuador. Hellmayr and
Conover (1948 :9) questioned the validity of peruviana, of north-

eastern Peru but comparison of 14 specimens from northeastern

Peru with a series of intermedia from Venezuela, Colombia, and

Ecuador, shows Peruvian specimens to be much the largest and

darkest in the group, and easily separable from the reasonably
uniform intermedia specimens.

Vanellus resplendens (Tschudi)

Limoncocha, 2 i ;
Mt. Cotopaxi, Laguna de Limpio, 2 9 .

The Andean lapwing seems never to have been recorded from

below 2,000 m anywhere in its range (Ecuador to northern

Chile). The Limoncocha specimens were observed daily (per-

sonal communication) on the grassy airfield of the mission sta-

tion (alt. 300 m) from February to June 1963, before I collected

them there in July. This unusual pair, frequenting an artificial

habitat cleared only recently of tropical forest, proved to be two

males coming into adult plumage and having small gonads.

These birds were much tamer than individuals observed and

collected on Mt. Cotopaxi. The unique record probably repre-

sents young strays lost during the seasonal altitudinal migrations
of this species in the Andes. Aside from the airstrip, the only

other sizable unforested areas near Limoncocha are the gravel

bars of the nearby Rio Napo. This pair was indeed traced twice

to the gravel bars during the daylight hours. Significantly, the

Quechuan Indians of Limoncoclia could give no local name for

this bird, whereas all regularly occurring species on the Napo
receive specific and descriptive Quechuan names.

Genus Eutoxeres

Eiitoxeres condamini condamini (Bourcicr) : Cotapino, 3,5,

59.
Eutoxeres aquila aquila (Boureier) : Eugenio, 2 c^ ; Sumaco,

head of Rio Guataraeo, 1 S ; Sumaco, Guaticocha, 1 9 .

The ranges of these sibling si)eeies overlap in eastern Ecuador

and adjacent areas of Colombia and Peru. Since Chandler and I
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Fig. 1. Distribution of Euioxeres aquila and Eutoxcres condamini.

never found both species in the same locality, it is i)ossible that

there is a difference in the habitat preferences of the two species.
It seems that E. condamini occurs in open cultivated areas, at

low elevations, whereas E. aquila occurs in dense forest at any
altitude up to at least 1,500 m.
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The distribution of the forms of Eutoxeres may be related to

the distribution of a principal food source. Greenewalt (1960:

legend, PL 34) observed E. aquila feeding on "platanillos,
"

or

plantains of the genus Hcliconia, using its highly specialized,

downcurved bill to draw nectar from the deep, upright bracts

of the flowers. Chandler and I had best results netting both

species of Eutoxeres when the nets were placed close to Hcliconia

plants, which further suggests the dependence of Eutoxeres

upon the plantains. The genus Eutoxeres occurs in northwestern

South America, roughly where the greatest concentrations of the

35-odd species of Heliconia also occur. The flowering periods of

the various species of Heliconia doubtless span the year, prob-

ably providing a steady supph^ of food for the hummingbirds.
Observations made in eastern Ecuador suggest that the critical

factor in determining local distribution of the sibling species is

the abundance of Heliconia plants. When land in eastern Ecua-

dor is cleared, and particularly when bananas are planted, many
"platanillos" invade the clearing. Apparentlj^ E. c. condamini

establishes itself in the midst of this abundance, while E. a.

aquila retreats to the forest. Although both forms have been

recorded sympatrically at La Morelia, Colombia (de Schauensee,
1949 : 541), and at the mouth of Rio Curaray (Zimmer, 1950 : 1),

I suspect that condamini is found in the settlements while aquila
is found farther afield. These records reflect either inexactness

in recording the locality, or possibly the passage of time be-

tween collectors' visits, during which a locality supporting aquila
was cultivated, thereby attracting coiulamini .

The origin of these sibling species merits some speculations.
The simplest explanation of the present distribution of the spe-
cies of Eutoxeres is that an original South American population
was split by the Andean uplift, giving rise to condamini to the

east and aquila to the Avest of the cordillera. Subsequently,

aquila has colonized the isthmus of Panama, and has spilled east-

ward over the Andes to invade the range of condamini.

Genus Topaza

Topaza pyra (Gould) : Cotapino, 1 S ; Sumaco, Guaticocha,
19.

These specimens are the first definitely to extend the known

range of pyra so far up the Rio Napo, contradicting Oberholser's

( 1902 : 322) assertion that the species does not occur above Coca
on the upper Napo. Of greater interest is the proof that T. pyra
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occurs west of T. pella pamprepta, an endemic form known only

from Boca Suno on the Napo in eastern Ecuador. The popula-

tion of T. p. pamprepta seems to be surrounded by the morjilio-

logically similar T. pijra, isolated in Boca Suno, 2,000 km from

the other races of pella, which occur in the Guianas and in Para,

Brazil. The validity of pamprepta, and the present range exten-

sion of pyra make it impossible to accept Peters' (1945: 92)

suggestion that pella and pyra might be conspecific. I have

examined the type of pamprepta, finding Oberholser's (1902:

322) description and the data given by the collectors, both

accurate. The type is similar in pattern to nominate pella,

but it is distinguished by a much longer tail and somewhat

shorter bill. One can conclude that the curiously spotty distri-

butions of the taxa of Topaza are artifacts due to the rarity of

these equatorial hummingbirds. Future records of pella may
come from northern Brazil, between Ecuador and the Guianas.

Trogon rufus sulphureus Spix

Sumaco, Guaticocha, 1 $ ; Sumaco, Guaticocha, 1 9 (preserved

as a skeleton).

Although this subspecies was to be expected in eastern Ecua-

dor, Peters (1945: 157) omits both eastern Ecuador and eastern

Colombia from its range. Apparently, the only previous records

were specimens labeled with doubtful accuracy as being from

Coca, Rio Napo, and "Equateur" (Zimmer, 1948: 29). The

present record shows sulphureus to occur almost to the foot of

the Andes and up to nearly 800 m in this part of its range.

CaPITO NIGER PUNCTATUS(LcSSOn)

Limoncocha, 3 S ,
4 $ ;

Lower Rio Pucuno, 1 S ; Cotapino,

1$, 1$.
The subspecific status of this species in upper Amazonia is in

confusion. Several authors have disputed Brodkorb's (1939)

two races, macintyrei of eastern Ecuador and conjunctus of

northeastern Peru. Examining a large series from Colombia,

Ecuador, and Peru, I fail to find any of the consistent geo-

graphic variations mentioned by Brodkorb. Furthermore, the

12 birds from Limoncocha show all extremes in pileum color

and streaking of the ventrum. Bond (1954: 49) synonymized

conjunctus with macintyrei, but distinguished macintyrei from

pnnctatus on the basis of the amount of ventral streaking in one

female from Villavicencio, Colombia. Two of four Limoncocha
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females have the ventrum as lightly streaked as this female from

Villavicencio. I therefore agree with Peters (1948: 25) and
ascribe to punctatus birds of upper Amazonia from Colombia to

northeastern Peru.

PicuMNUs RUFR'^NTRis RUFiVENTRis (Bonaparte)

Limoncocha, 1 £ ; Cotapino, 1 S ; Eugenio, 1 S ; Sumaco, Palm

Peak, 1$ ,
19.

Chandler and I found these birds quite common up to at least

1,500 m on Mt. Sumaco, although the species is usually consid-

ered an inhabitant of the Tropical Zone (de Schauensee, 1949:

641). At Palm Peak, specimens were taken simultaneously with

such typically subtropical forms as Cyanocorax yncas.
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